
 

11 Pro Tips for a Fabulous Party 
NAPKIN TWIST TOWER

Place a straight-sided glass on top of a stack of cocktail napkins. Press
down firmly and twist clockwise a few times. Take off the twisted

portion and repeat until you've got a 4" tower.  Presto, party ready
napkins to class up your beverage service!

MULTI-LEVEL BUFFET

Lay a base tablecloth on your buffet table. Explore your home to find
"lifts" that have a flat top large enough to hold a platter or bowl. Think

small boxes or even a Tupperware cake holder. Cover each lift with
coordinating tablecloths or themed fabric, letting the fabric drape

around the item and then tuck under edges for a finished look.

PERFECT PLASTIC PLATES  

Put a stack of plastic plates at one end of your buffet table. Take the
first dozen plates and alternate their edges. They are now stacked so
your guests can easily take a single plate.  Repeat the process as the
initial wave of guests at the buffet dies down so you're ready for the

second wave to cruise through the buffet at their leisure.   
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FLATWARE PACKETS

Place a paper napkin with its point towards you.  Put your plastic
utensils vertically down the center and starting on one end, roll up
tightly.  Tie packet with a length of curling ribbon (to match your

theme of course!) and then curl the ends with the side of your scissor
blade. Display your packets in a basket, bowl, or themed accent piece

at the opposite end of the buffet from your plates. 

PRE-PARTY BUFFET LAYOUT PLAN

Plates go on one end of buffet, flatware at the opposite end. (guests
won't be doing a juggling act as they fill their plates) Decide what lifts
will hold what food items, and place their serving utensil beside them.
Keep your lifts down to 2-3, as you're going for a fabulous, balanced
display.  Saucy or difficult-to-serve items should always be placed on

the table's surface, otherwise your buffet will be get messy really quick
and your clutzy BFF's outfit just might get ruined! 

CLEAN UP, AISLE EIGHT! 

Put a ribbon on a pretty basket and fill with the items necessary to do
emergency clean-ups if a guest spills a drink or drops a plate. (heaven
forbid!) Add some club soda, salt, bottled water, sponge, clean cloths

and a container of Wine Away and you'll be ready for anything!

SERVE A "SIGNATURE COCKTAIL"

I love to mix up a big batch of cocktails that are served in glass pitchers
on the bar.  For big crowds, I'll break out my grandmother's fabulous
punch bowl to easily serve all my guests. My bulk-batch favorites are
Amarreto Sours and Cape Cods.  Not fancy, but real palette pleasers!   
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PUNCH IS BACK BABY!

Let's get back to my grandmother's punch bowl.  Punch goes "in and
out", just like fondue, but I'm here to tell you, serving a fabulous punch

recipe to your guests is a huge help to the harried hostess.  I even do
the whole "fruit in ice mold" like my grandma did. I'm not ashamed, I

just tell people, "punch is back baby!".

WHAT, PUNCH AGAIN?

Yes, again. Plan on mixing up two batches of your punch (don't double
it, some recipes just don't work that way) and keep one chilled in the

refrigerator to refill the punch bowl as needed.  If you are using a
recipe that includes a "fizzy" ingredient, remember not to add it until

just before serving.

TAMING THE "LEFTOVERS MONSTER" 

Purchase a supply of disposable take-home containers (eco-friendly or
foil w/lids) and a permanent marker. Send your guests home with their
favorite menu item to help tame the leftovers monster that lurks in our
refrigerators. Mark the lids with the contents and the guest's name so

they can grab their "doggie bag" on their way out. 

LET'S TALK SOME TRASH!

Place garbage cans/boxes in multiple locations around your party area
so guests can easily dispose of their own garbage.  Inside each garbage
container, place 2 or 3 extra folded bags in the bottom and then insert
another garbage bag as normal.  When a container is full, you simply

take out the filled bag and pull up the next liner. Easy, peasy! 


